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The facilitators: increasingly smaller nodes

Plug computer Set-top box

Crossbow mote Active RFID tag
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The facilitators: increasingly smaller nodes

Some characteristic features

64 KB flash, 4 KB SRAM, Nordic nRF24L01 radio chip, ATMega
645 CPU
Simple TDMA data link layer protocol
Now in its version 4 (smaller form factor, comparable
performance)
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Talk overview

1 Extreme distributed systems: The wired case
2 Extreme distributed systems: The wireless case
3 The four questions: novelty, relation to scalability, key

attributes, specific needs?
4 An example attempt from our side: modeling a gossiping

protocol
5 The road ahead
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Extreme Distributed Systems: The wired case

In what sense extreme?

Scale (size #1): extremely many nodes
(10,000s-10,000,000s)
Scale (size #2): extremely connected (modulo artificial
boundaries)

Additional characteristics

Highly heterogeneous: many different types of nodes,
many different protocols
Highly dynamic: nodes join/leave/move (Is this really so?)
Highly dynamic: users join/leave/move (dynamic data).
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Well-known problems: mismatch model-reality

The 8 Fallacies of Distributed Computing

1 The network is reliable
2 The network is secure
3 The network is homogeneous
4 The topology does not change
5 Latency is zero
6 Bandwidth is infinite
7 Transport cost is zero
8 There is one administrator

Question

Will/should these fallacies affect the way we develop
(theoretical) models of distributed systems?
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Application: Nano datacenter (EU ECHOS)

Scenario

Deploy end-user devices for on-line gaming, interactive
IPTV
Built on peer-to-peer technology
Devices are managed by ISP

Characteristics/Issues

Large number of devices
Need for flexible management of applications
Unclear to what extent there will be churn
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Application: Resource selection for utility computing

Scenario

Server clusters connected through high-speed wide-area links
Resources are to be shared among participating organizations
Applications specify number and type of servers they need
(attribute based)
Servers reserve their resources when possible, and until needed

Characteristics/Issues

Resource reservation is fully decentralized and based on node
descriptors
Application requests can be inserted anywhere in the federation
Servers/nodes need to self-organize into an overlay efficient for
searching
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Application: Distributed energy management

Scenario

Different types of energy devices (storage, producers)
Different types of scheduling needed (stochastic,
time-shiftable, window-based)
Different scales: low-end domestic devices to high-end
power suppliers and consumers

Characteristics/Issues

Decentralized, possibly hierarchical control
Very large networked control plane
Control plane is dynamic (partly due to its size), yet may be
fairly stable
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Extreme Wireless Distributed Systems

In what sense extreme?

Scale (size #1): extremely large system: 1000s to
100,000s of wireless nodes
Scale (size #2): potentially extremely small nodes:
severely, resource-constrained devices

Additional characteristics

Highly dynamic: nodes do join/leave/move
Highly heterogeneous: many different communication
protocols and different types of nodes
Large parts of the underlying communication network fairly
unreliable with asymmetric links
In essence a sparse network compared to the wired case.
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General architecture

Wireless/hybrid network

Applications

Sensors/actuators

External
feedback
system

Architecture

Network consists of many different (wireless) devices
Sensor/actuators may be shared between applications
External feedback system: reasoning component for apps &
network that cannot be (easily) handled through in-network
processing
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Well-known problems: Resource constraints

Algorithmic requirements

Energy awareness:
Duty cycles⇒ synchronization problems
Periodic algorithms
Preferred: fewer messages, but each with lots of data

Simplicity of algorithms:
No time/memory/energy for sophisticated computations
(e.g.: no crypto?)
Don’t be too simple, but cleverly optimize (e.g., cross-layer
design)
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Well-known problems: Wireless communication

False assumptions

Unit disk radio patterns
Links are symmetric
Links are reliable
Link quality is stable
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Application: Group monitoring in crowds

Scenario

Large crowd of people, each wearing a wireless badge
Infrastructureless environment (pop concerts, Queen’s day, etc.)
Goal: enable members of the same group to exchange
messages

Characteristics/issues

Group membership must be confidential (for outsiders)
Intra-group communication must be reliable and timely
Solution should be able to run on relatively small nodes
(energy not necessarily a problem)
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Application: Ambient lighting

Scenario

Small wireless devices equipped with audio/video sensors
and leds
Devices grouped to form a flexible wall of ambient light
Goal: Develop a reactive lighting atmosphere

Characteristics/Issues

Ambient lighting requires in-network data aggregation
Timely reaction to movements and other sensed
environmental sources
How to charge nodes and minimize energy usage?
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Application: Asset management

Scenario

Thousands of assets (documents, CDs, personal
belongings, etc.) are tagged
Tagged assets cooperate in maintaining logical groups,
and allowing owners to locate and track assets
Tags can combine active and passive modes

Characteristics/Issues

Scale: we may be talking thousands of assets and tags
with a very small form factor
Energy issues: asset tags need to live a very long life
Security: determine, maintain, and protect ownership?
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Questions: Q1

Q1

Dynamic distributed system: is this something really new or are
we reinventing the wheel?

Answer

Not something new: They have been there are along, but
perhaps largely engineered rather than consistently built on
solid theoretical foundations.
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Questions: Q2

Q2

Dynamic distributed systems vs. large-scale systems: are
these orthogonal concepts?

Answer

To a certain extent: dynamic aspects surface more naturally in
large-scale systems.

Emergent behavior

We observe (unexpected) system behavior that may, or may
not be reducible to our more elementary understanding of the
interactions between system components. Large-scale systems
tend to more strongly exhibit emergent behavior.
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Questions: Q3

Q3

What are the key attributes of dynamic distributed systems that
are distinct from static systems?

Answer

(massive number of) partially independent parallel /
concurrent threads of control
a high degree of nondeterministic behavior, which may be
caused by (highly) unpredictable (external) events
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Questions: Q4

Q4

Do dynamic distributed systems need new specific theoretical
foundations? Models? Complexity?

Answer

I believe so: All the basic tools are there, yet we need to
reconsider how we deploy our modeling techniques in order to
enhance our understanding of systems.

Key issue

Find the middle ground between being too detailed (e.g.,
leading to state-space explosions) and too abstract (e.g.,
applying epidemic diffusion models that are independent from
specific diffusion protocols).
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Example: Modeling a gossiping protocol

Active thread Passive thread
selectPeer(&B);
selectToSend(&bufs);
sendTo(B, bufs);

receiveFrom(B, &bufr);
selectToKeep(list, bufr);

receiveFromAny(&A, &bufr);
selectToSend(&bufs);
sendTo(A, bufs);
selectToKeep(list, bufr);

selectPeer: Randomly select a neighbor

selectToSend: Select s entries from local list.

selectToKeep: (1) Add received entries to local list. (2) Remove
repeated items. (3) Shrink list to size c by randomly
removing sent items (but never received ones).
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Modeling issue: dissemination of item d

Notation

Consider an exchange between
A and B. State is expressed as
ab ∈ {00,01,10,11},
expressing the absence (0) or
presence (1) of item d in
respectively list of A or B.

P(a2b2|a1b1),ai ,bi ∈ {0,1}:
probability to enter state a2b2
from state a1b1 after an
exchange between A and B.
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Modeling issue: dissemination of item d

The probabilities

P(00|00) 1
P(01|01) P¬select : B did not select d for sending
P(10|01) Pselect ·Pdrop : B sent d , but also dropped it
P(11|01) Pselect ·P¬drop
P(01|10) P¬select
P(10|10) Pselect ·Pdrop
P(11|10) Pselect ·P¬drop
P(01|11) Pselect ·Pdrop ·P¬select
P(10|11) P¬select ·Pselect ·Pdrop
P(11|11) (P¬select)

2 +(Pselect)
2 +2 ·Pselect ·P¬select ·P¬drop
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Modeling issue: dissemination of item d

Leading to...

Pselect = s
c

...and something ghastly

E[Pdrop] =
s−1
∑

k=0

(c
k

)(n−c
s−k)
(n

s)

k
∑

ŝ=0

s−k
s−ŝ

(s
ŝ

)(c−s
k−ŝ)
(c

k)

= n−c
(n

s)

s−1
∑

k=0

((n−c)−1
(s−k)−1

) k
∑

ŝ=0

(c−s
k−ŝ)(

s
ŝ)

s−ŝ

(with n being the number of unique items in the system)
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Modeling issue: dissemination of item d

...which could be reduced to

E[Pdrop] = n−c
n−s

(
1− 1

(n
s)

)

Good news...

We can use the model to compute optimal convergence and
dissemination:

maximize probabilities P(11|01) and P(11|10)

(which is when s = n−
√

n(n−c)≈ 0.5c).
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Modeling issue: dissemination of item d

Note

Our modeling efforts hardly touch upon dynamic issues, but did
provide us insight in some of the behavioral aspects of our
protocol.
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The road ahead

There is much work to be done

Put more emphasis on finding models that capture the
behavior of our systems.
Very important: models should be validated (not everyone
actually does this).
Follow the path of the physicists: observe the world and try
to model what you see.
Goal: (?) Derive protocols/algorithms from (probabilistic)
models.
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Questions?

Rena Bakhshi Daniela Gavidia

Wan Fokkink Chalcedony node
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